The epitome of teamwork
ATTELAGE UK EVENT GUIDELINES

OVERVIEW

on the arrival night followed by a formal dinner on
the evening of the first day of competing. The final

Attelage de Tradition is an exciting new carriage
driving event following a proven format that is
popular across Europe. Originally intended to stem
the demise and destruction of original traditional
carriages in favour of modern vehicles, the object of
the competition is to promote the objectives and skills
of traditional driving using original traditional carriages
built before 1945. For traditional type carriages built
after 1945, they will be scored with a slight penalty at
presentation stage. ie pre 1945 will score maximum of
60, post 1945 maximum score of 20. (This scoring is
only one small part of a multitude of other scores)

night also sees a relaxed celebratory BBQ before
everyyone heads off home the next day.

UK competitions are run under the auspices of AIAT
GB, and is affiliated to the Association d’Internationale
d’Attelage de Tradition (AIAT) in Europe. As this is a
proven international competition format, the rules of
the event are standardised throughout Europe and
strictly adhered to. Currently the United Kingdom
has five competitions at Glamis Castle in Scotland,
Sandringham, and the Euston Estate in Suffolk as well
as Ashfields in Essex and Tismans in Sussex.
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Normally run over two days, the competition
incorporates three phases including a judged
presentation, a <15km road drive (Routier) with 5
‘difficuilties’ and a final cones competition. One of
the main aspects of the event is to promote and
encourage friendly cordiality amongst competitors
and supporters, so a relaxed ‘meet and greet’ BBQ

PLANNING
To help decide if you are able to host an Attelage
deTradition, you will need to consider the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Venue
Facilities
Roads and tracks
Difficulties
Manpower
Competitors
Marketing

VENUE
A traditional country house location is often the best
venue to consider. The house will act as a wonderful
backdrop to the competition whilst the availability of
land surrounding the house will provide a good place
for parking, stabling and main ring activities.
The house may offer the chance for picturesque
judging locations as well as having facilities for dining,
toilets, power etc. Given the cost of hiring venues,
one has to be prepared to negotiate favourable
rates to keep costs as prudent as possible. Very
often, no hire costs are charged in lieu of visitor gate

Glamis Castle in Argyl, Euston in Suffolk and the Royal
Sandringham Estate in Norfolk. When choosing a
suitable venue, the appointed Technical Delegate will
need to be familiarised with the estate to determine
the best layout for a planned competition.

FACILITIES

•

To ensure the best running of the event you will
require the following facilities:
•
•

attendance.
To help as a selling point, we have proof that with
good advance publicity, the Attelage de Tradition
will be of particular interest to the general public and
allow healthy attendance figures for gate entry fees.
eg Hereford BDS held an event on National Trust
property with a 380% increase in spectators on a like
for like visitors day. The main event at CIAT Cuts in
France attracts around 20,000 visitors Currently we
have been fortunate to have already run Attelage de
Tradition events at Picton Castle in Pembrokeshire,

•

•

On site stabling - this is an essential part of the
event as it allows competitors to remain on site
with the assurance of convenience and safety
of their horses. It has been proven that the
availability of on site stabling greatly attracts
competitors from afar. Temporary stables
are readily available to hire, but
factor in a cost of around £170
per stable. Given this significant
cost, there is a need for generous
sponsorship or fund raising initiative
to help supplement this charge to
competitors.
Stable facilities including availability
of fresh waster, waste bedding
disposal, fire prevention,
Stable Yard Manager - required
to meet visitors arriving, issue
stables, provide bedding water, fire
procedures and monitor 24 hour
security.

•

3 x Separate judging stations for the Presentation.
These to include shelter in hot or wet weather for
the judges. Provision of 2 chairs and a table for
each.
1 x Official Starting point including shelter for the
Official Starter including accurate time pieces.
The starting point will also act as the finish.
This can be used for both the Presentation and
Routier stages.
5 x sets of official props for the Difficulties ( taken
from the AIAT Difficulty plans) these can include

•

•

•

•

•

cones, ground marking paint/sawdust etc. A
double height stand will be required for the

ROADS AND TRACKS - ‘ROUTIER’

Drinking Glass difficulty.
5 x judging stations for the Difficulties. These can
be the judges cars or if in the public curtilage of
the property, consider shelter, tables and chairs.
1 x Score Keepers office. This needs to be
private and away from any public distraction and
interference. This can be an office at the property,
tent, caravan or similar, with access to power for a
computer, printer and photocopier.
Competition Meet and Greet Social - is becoming
customary for the organisers to host an informal
meet and greet social such as a BBQ or Hog
Roast on the eve of the competition.
Competition Reception & Dinner - it is customary
to hold a formal evening reception and dinner
on the first night of the competition. This can
be in the host venue property, local village

You will need to ensure that the venue can provide
suitable safe roads and tracks for the Routier stage
of the competition. Ideally one will require a route of
around 15km in either a round loop or return journey.
The Routier stage is normally undertaken on the
morning of the second day and takes around an
hour to an hour and half for each competitor. The
competitors are sent out one after another with a few
minutes interval between. The Routier should have
been completed by lunchtime.

hall or a marquee. Competitors, judges and
stewards are invited to take part at cost. Some
light entertainment is also laid on. The award
of Concours d’Elegance for highest placed
presentation can be issued at this time.
Judges and Stewards Lunches - You will need
to make provision for the supply of lunches and
light refreshments for the judges and stewards
for both days of the event. You will also need to
provide shelter for these, so a marquee or similar
with seating and tables will be needed.

should avoid heavy road traffic with a preference
for quiet country lanes. Where necessary marshals
and signage would need to be employed in ‘at
risk’ locations. One should also pay attention to
any potential hazards along the route such as busy
entrances, roadworks etc.

You will need to ensure that the route is suitable
for all turnouts from small ponies to large teams,
so consideration for steep hills, rough stony tracks,
muddy tracks or soft grass should be avoided.
Consideration should also be given to slippy surfaces
such as modern low noise tarmac. Ideally the route

When organising the Routier for competition day, it is
best to consider placing the difficulty props and any
necessary signage out at the last minute. If placed
in advance such as the day before, there is a risk
of tampering with signage and competitors getting
lost. Maps are issued to competitors as part of the

competition. You will need a couple of people to help
undertake this task.
You will need to advise the local Police and Council
Highways department of your planned event as you
will be staging the Road Drive on the public highway.
This won’t incur any costs or administration issues but
merely a gesture of goodwill and information for the
authorities.

areas that pose a risk, try to work around them eg if
there is a place with barking dogs, contact the owner

MANPOWER

and ask they are put away for the duration of the road
drive and possibly offer them free tickets to the event
to keep them happy!

You will require a minimum list of volunteers to help
run the event. These will include:
Arrival Days

THE ‘DIFFICULTIES’
Part of the Routier stage should include 5 ‘difficulties’
which are a series of simple challenges that you
would normally expect to negotiate on a typical road
drive. These are NEVER referred to as ‘Obstacles’
or ‘Hazards’ . A comprehensive list of around 12
different Difficulties and their plans are available
separately issued by the AIAT. Consideration should
be given to the location of these difficulties with
due consideration for risk assessment ie Although
they can use natural difficulties such as farm yards,

Remember that you cannot legally stop traffic on
the highway, so need to brief your road marshals
accordingly. It is a good idea to inform any local
landowners or farmers along the route of your
proposed road drive. This will help avoid any
problems with farm traffic during the road drive.
Be mindful of local harvest times and avoid choosing
a road drive that will be in a busy harvest route. You
will need to risk assess the route, if there are any

ornamental bridges etc, you should also be aware
locations with potential risks such as blind bends
and oncoming traffic, precarious inclines to the side,
running farm dogs, etc. You can issue Km markings
along the route as well as an official 300m marker
from the end.
The Difficulties can be located anywhere on the
route, except with the last 300m of the end. It is
recommended that some of the difficulties are
retained within the curtilage of the property to allow
visitors to view their negotiation. The Technical
Delegate would need to be familiar with the proposed
route and agreed difficulties..

1 x Stable Manager + assistant. If you are holding your
event over two days and have on site stabling, you
will require a stable manager to welcome visiting
competitors as well as providing 24 hour security
for the stables. They will be required for duration of
event from Thursday to Sunday night.

DAY 1
•

1 x AIAT Technical Delegate - to advise on event
rules and regulations required for both
days

•

3 x Presentation Judges (Presiding Judge and 2
presentation judges) : These should be approved
by the AIAT and have a strong knowledge of
traditional turnouts and carriages. Professional
carriage builders and horse dealers are exempt.
These will be required for both days
3 x Presentation Judge stewards - These will be
required to write the judges notes
4 x Presentation Stewards - These will be
required to marshal the carriages and general
public at point of presentation. The first judging
station will require 2 stewards to measure the
width of the carriages.

•
•
•

DAY 2
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

1 x Official Starter + Steward required for
Presentation and for Routier. They must 		
have appropriate time keeping skills. Required for
both days
1 x Official Score Keeper + Steward. These will
need to work to a strict computerised scoring
system and have Excel spreadsheet computer
skills. They will need to be trained and familiar
with the official AIAT scoring system in advance of
the event. Required for both days

•

•

•

1 x Commentator required at Presentation,
one Difficulty point and Cones to 		
explain to the public the types of turnouts and the
principles of the competition. 		
Required for both days
2 x Visitor traffic Marshals. Depending on the
venue, you will need to factor in a number of
marshals who will be able to manage the visitors
and carriage traffic. Required for
both days

•
•

5 x Difficulty judges + 5 Difficulty stewards (the
three presentation judges can be used again)
2 x Routier Ground Crew Stewards, needed to set
up the 5 sets of difficulties along the route either
the day before or morning of the Routier.
1 x Routier Marshal - suggest providing a marshal
to drive and monitor the Routier to ensure
smooth running to the Routier stage and respond
accordingly.
8 x Main ring stewards - required for speedy
adjustment of cones during cones 		
competition. (4 teams of two stewards stationed
in the four corners of the arena)
Photography - consider the value of good
photography and employ the services of one
or two good keen amateur photographers. Their
work will speak volumes when widely
broadcast on social networks such as Facebook
and Twitter.
First Aid - these can be a trained first aider
volunteers or paramedics
Veterinary Surgeon - These can be on call
Farrier - These can be on call

COMPETITORS

competitors slightly differently from normal showing
class entries, but as vacationers who will expect more

This is probably the hardest category as you will
never know who will enter and if they will even turn
up! Past experience shows that we have a dedicated
core of competitors around the country that will travel
long distances to participate. This is considered a
destination venue and competitors see it as a mini
vacation, so the draw of a good venue in a good
location will assure you of active participation and
a healthy entry list. It is therefore critical to treat the

of a weekend experience. Hospitality and a good
social experience is paramount.
Before you can make the decision to host the event,
you will need to reassure yourself that you have
sufficient interest from local or regional carriage
drivers who have traditional vehicles. This is helped
by a growing interest from the carriage driving
community as well as support from promotional press
activity and social media postings. This is one type of
event that benefits greatly from an active Facebook
and Twitter as a good picture will tell a thousand
words.
In addition to help supplement the funding of the
event a nominal entry fee should be charged that
help offset the costs. This can be slightly higher
than a normal show, probably in line with a County
show entry. Typically an entry fee is around £50.00.
However with the additional costs of stabling and
gala dinner, the average spend per entry is around
£200. A detailed entry form should be issued that
requests detailed information on the horses, carriage
and passengers that can help with the commentary
and planning of the event. It has been observed that
the Attelage de Tradition attracts a diverse range of
competitors from long distances from the venue. They
see this type of event as a weekend break enjoying
their hobby with the horses.
As this is a AIAT GB event, all competitors will be

expected to abide by the rules of the AIAT GB. In
line with the principles of the AIAT , competitors will
be expected to drive with traditional coaching hand,
however the use of two hands can be used in the
cones competition. The wearing of protective hard
hats will be required for young drivers under the age
14 years.

help supplement these costs. You may also have
to factor in entertainment costs.
•

•

COSTS
The event can incur a considerable amount of
cost, however a vigilant and prudent regard for
expenditure, sponsorship, fund raising, contra-deals
and volunteers can help make the event pay for itself.
The following costs need to be considered:
•

•

Judges traveling and accommodation expenses.
It is an AIAT policy that no traveling expenses are
awarded to judges. However accommodation
and dinner costs should be offered. Be mindful of
judges who wish to bring along partners as that
can add expense.
Formal Dinner costs. This is an important factor of
the social impact of the event. 		
You will need to agree a budget and supplier
for the formal dinner. All guests will be
expected to pay for their own dinner cost. If
affordable, it is customary to offer a free
dinner to the Judges and principle stewards. (be
mindful of additional cost for the 		
judges partners) A luxury prize raffle on the
night of the dinner may often than not

•

•
•

•

Judges and Stewards lunches - you will need to
factor in costs for the provision of these lunches
and light refreshments. If shelter is required, you
may need to factor the supply of tentage, tables
and chairs.
Stabling- this is the largest single expense and
with costs of around around £170 per stable.
This is based on the stable company setting up
the Tuesday before and dismantling the Monday
after the event. To supplement these costs
and make the stay appealing to competitors,
a concerted effort will be needed to subsidise
these costs. It is customary to charge competitors
around £25 per night, but it is more financially
prudent to charge out for the weekend from
Thursday to Monday inclusive.
Prizes - these are usually Rosettes, but it is
customary to offer competitors a goody bag
containing all sorts of mementos and gifts from
the event. It is also a custom to offer a metal
plaque of the event (similar to the Horse of the
Year show plaque) A healthy allowance needs to
be considered for the cost of these prizes.
Administration costs- these are the hidden costs
that can quietly add up. These are
such items as event literature, schedules, letters,
postage, signage, road signs, 		
directional signs, etc. An allowance needs to be
considered for these costs.
Advertising and promotion - In order to appease

our land owners and venue hosts, you will need
to consider pre-event promotion to attract both
competitors and the general public. It has been

proven that regional newspaper and magazine
articles and advertising helps attendance figures,

•

•

although be prepared for a long return for the
effect to work. Social network advertising such as
Facebook and Twitter can
help, but is not reliable. Hard print such as the
local newspapers certainly helps, as well as
leaflet drop at the venue in the month leading up
to the event. An allowance and budget seriously
needs to be considered for this category.
Remember to attract the general public, they will
also require programmes which can also be used
as a vehicle for advertising for your sponsors.
Consider a website and facebook page to help
promote the event in advance as well as after the
events

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

EQUIPMENT AND SUNDRIES Whether equipment can be borrowed or purchased,
the following will be needed:
•
•
•
•
•

Two way radios-they help keep various stewards
and judging posts informed.
Stop watches and starter siren/bell for official
starter and cones competition
Public address system- for commentary
Hospitality tent-for judges lunches, information
point etc.
Shelter-for judges at presentation and
commentary point, these can be gazebos.

•

Cones for difficulties (depending on difficulty
chosen and 40 cones for the cones competition.

but must be able to attend in an emergency if
required. These costs would be borne by the

Remember a set of numbers up to 20 for the
cones course.
Measuring system for width of wheels at
presentation and 4 sets for cone competition.
Whistles- these help crowd control in public areas
Clip boards and pens for judges
Badges for Judges, stewards. Hi Viz waistcoats
for crowd control marshals.
Mushroom crates for storing rosettes, paperwork
Number cards for competitors to insert into
their number holders Insurance - This event
is protected under the cover provided by the
AIAT GB Event Insurance. As a consequence
of this, all competitors will be expected to be
members of the Traditional Driving Society. A
comprehensive risk assessment will need to be
generated in advance of the event. If the event

respective owners.

is held on a venue open to the general public
such as a trust property, their public liability
insurance will take precedent within the curtilage
of the property. AIAT GB event insurance will then
become effective during the ‘off venue’ stages
such as the road drive.
Medical Cover - you will need to make
consideration for medical cover. This can be in
the basic form of trained first aiders within your
volunteer group or hired in paramedics that can
incur substantial costs. Veterinary and Farriers
These will need to be on call for the duration
of the event. These do not need to be present

INCOME
There are various income streams that can help
support and supplement the event. These can
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Competitor entry fees to include stabling and
Formal dinner costs.
Visitor entrance fees - these can be taken by the
venue host in lieu of venue hire.
Programme fees - selling them to the visitors on
the day
Advertising - consider ringside banner adverts,
programme adverts, website adverts.
Raffle - with a luxury prize raffle, this can help
generate a good income.
Sponsorship - offer advertising and special offers
to potential sponsors.
Donations - Some individuals offer generous
donations to help stage the event.
Trade Stands can bring in some money, although
they need public footfall and you need to make
sure there is official activity/entertainment held in
the main ring
Support classes - consider hosting additional
support horse show classes such as in-hand,
ridden or side saddle classes in the main ring on
the Saturday when the arena is empty.

COMPETITION GUIDELINES

with appropriate shoeing. They must have an Equine
passport. Failure to comply will result in not being

This competition is run under the rules of the
governing body, the Association d’International
d’Attelage de Tradition (AIAT). All driving competitors
will be expected to undertake and complete the
three phases of the competition: Presentation,
Routier (Marathon with difficulties) and Manibilité
(Cones course). The competition is split into various
categories for traditional turnouts including donkeys,
single ponies, pony pairs, single horse, horse pairs,
tandems and multiples. The event encourages an
atmosphere of relaxed friendly socialising amongst
like minded enthusiasts and a Saturday night dinner
is an intrinsic part of the fun. The event is heavily
scrutineered throughout, supported with stewards
and marshals who are on hand to assist the smooth
running of the competition.

able to take part in the competition.

COMPETITORS REQUIREMENTS

turnout and skills. On collation of all the scores at the
end of the competition, the results are then calculated
and the various category winners are revealed. The
jury is composed of a Senior Presiding Judge, two
Presentation judges with individual scrutineers for the
Routier, difficulties and cones. We also have an AIAT
Technical Delegate for advice and dispute approvals.
This level of technical support ensures that the rules
are properly observed.

To take part in this competition, the driver and the
groom must be at least 12 years old. Between 12
and 17, the driver must be accompanied by an adult.
Each driver who takes part in such a competition
must be in order with statutory requirements of the
event and hold appropriate insurance. To compete
the driver must have evidence of comprehensive
insurance (third party liability including cover for
carriage driving.) Given the distance of up to 15km
Routier on predominantly asphalt surface, all horses,
ponies and donkeys will be expected to be suitably fit

JUDGING
Judges are selected from the AIAT list of international
judges and approved by their National AIAT
Representative. The judges will have been expected
to have competed at an Attelage de Tradition event
and attended an AIAT judges seminar where they will
have demonstrated a knowledge of correct carriage
appointments including horses, harness, carriage and
passengers dress turnout, including an appreciation
of international and cultural differences.
The competition is based on the accumulation of a
number of scores gained over the three stages of
the event and include time keeping, performance,

Only the Senior Presiding Judge has the authority
to eliminate what they consider to be a potentially
dangerous turnout (including stressed or badly

behaved horses, inexperienced drivers, dangerous
carriages, badly fitting harness, etc) If an equine
is deemed unsuitable to compete or unfit due to
suspected illness/lameness etc, the competitor can
be eliminated. If disputed, a Veterinary Surgeon can
be requested at the competitors cost.

CARRIAGES
The aim of the competition is to encourage the use
of original traditional pre-1945 vehicles and as such
the scoring is weighted in their favour (marked out of
maximum 60 points for vehicle) compared to modern
post 1945 and reproductions (These are marked out
of maximum 20 points).
If a new vehicle has been re-constructed using old
parts (pre 1945) and the design is different to the
original, it will be classed as a post 1945 modern
vehicle. Vehicles must be of a sound construction
smart appearance and presentable manner.
The competitor’s number must be clearly visible
on the carriage. A participant who gives wrong
information of his carriage, will be penalised out of
20 points.

CATEGORIES
Donkeys and mules
Single Pony
Pony Pairs
Single Horse
Horse Pairs
Tandem
Multiples of horses or ponies

Specials can include:
Concours d’Elegance:
Awarded to the highest placed turnout at presentation
Best Lady whip, Best Gentleman Whip
Supreme Champion
Best Young Driver
Best Newcomer

phases. Any changing of the harness is penalised
by 20 penalties. The driver and the grooms must

STAGE 1: THE PRESENTATION

wear the same clothes, except when it rains. The
driver accompanied by his groom(s) must drive in all
three phases or will be disqualified. The number of
grooms (Dressed in grooms clothing or otherwise) are
restricted to:
• single, pair, tandem or 3 horses: one groom,
• unicorn, pickaxe, four in a hand or more: two
grooms.
The drivers whip must be suitable for the turnout and
is to be kept in the hand during the event. A whip that
is not held in the hand, or that is not suitable for the
turnout, will be penalised by 10 penalties. A horse or
pony may only be driven once in each phase during
the event.

Each turnout is judged individually at a standing
presentation by the three Presentation Judges in
separate locations. Competitors will be issued with
their starting times in advance and it is a condition
that they adhere to these times. The competition
is marked in accordance with the official AIAT
Presentation Score Sheet which includes judges
comments. These will be available after the event.
Each turnout will be judged on the following criteria:

Overall Impression...
•
•
•

It is preferred that competitors use coachman rein
handling for the Presentation and Routier stages. You
do not have to use coachman rein handling for the
cones stage.
Dress code for the CIAT Classes is smart formal
traditional private driving attire. Period costume or
fancy dress is not permitted.

TURNOUT
The aim of the competition is to promote traditional
driving and as such all competitors will be expected
to retain the same appointment for all three stages
including passengers, horse and attire. The complete
turnout CANNOT be changed in any way (horse,
carriage, driver, groom, harness) during the three

Timekeeping is an essential component of the
competition and competitors are asked to carry
two timepieces with them along the Routier. One
timepiece is to record their duration, the second is to
record any unscheduled stops en-route.

Compatibility of horse to carriage
Impression of the movement of the turnout
Suitability of colours between the vehicle, dress
of the driver, groom(s) and passengers

Horse and ponies...
•
•
•
•

Beauty, presence and harmony
Lack of blemishes
Grooming and cleanliness
Quality of shoeing

Harness...
•
•
•
•

Conforms to tradition
fitting of harness
Condition of harness including cleanliness
Safe

Vehicle..
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age of vehicle (pre 1945/post 1945) Pre-1945 will
be marked out of a maximum 60 points
Post 1945 vehicles will be restricted to a
maximum mark of 20 points
Traditional Models, general state (paint,
cleanliness etc)
Balance
Accessories (lamps, trunk, whip etc)
Suitability of the horse/ponies to the carriage

Driver/Groom/ Passengers...
•
•
•
•
•

Harmony and style in modern dress
Care for details, (Cleanliness)
Hat, shoes, gloves, apron, accessories
Holding and position of reins and whip
Boots and bandages on the horses are forbidden.

•

(10 point penalty)
A competitor arriving AFTER their allocated time for
the presentation receives a 5 point penalty

CO    

   N

TURNOUT N°: 

Date: 

DRIVER: 

Place: 

PRESENTATION
PARTS

OVERALL
IMPRESSION

HORSES/
PONIES
HARNESS

COMMENT

CRITERIA

General impression before analysing the details
of the turnout.
- Compatibility of horse(s) to carriage;
- Impression of the movement of the turnout;
- Suitability of colours between the vehicle
and the dress of the driver, groom(s) and
passengers.
- Beauty, presence, harmony;
- Lack of blemishes;
- Grooming, cleanliness;
- Quality of shoeing.
- Conform to tradition;
- Adjusted to the horse(s) and carriage;
- State, cleanliness;
- Safety.
- Traditional model, general state (paintwork,
cleanliness);
- Balance;
- Accessories (lamps, trunk, whip, etc...);
- Horse/s or pony/ies must be suitable for the
carriage.

VEHICLE
before 1945
after 1945

DRIVER
GROOM(S)
PASSENGERS

- Harmony and style in modern dress;
- Care for details (cleanliness);
- Hat, shoes, gloves, apron, accessories;
- Holding and position of whip and reins.

TOTAL PRESENTATION :
max. 10 pts for the total judgement

Name of the judge:

/180


NOTE
/20

COEF
1

SCALE
20. Excellent
Excellent
Uitmuntend
18. Très bien
Very good
Zeer goed
16. Bien
Good
Goed

/20

2

/20

2

12. Satisfaisant
Satisfying
Bevredigend

/20

3

10. Suffisant
Sufficient
Voldoende

/20

1

/20

1

14. Assez bien
Passable
Redelijk goed

8.

Insuffisant
Insufficient
Onvoldoende

6.

Assez mal
Rather bad
Redelijk slecht

4.

Mal
Bad

Arrived too late at the presentation ( 1st Judge) : 5 point penalty
Slecht
Port of protections at the presentation ( 1st Judge) : 10 point penalty
2. Très mal
Not adapted whip - attached whip - the whip not held in hand : 10 point penalty
Very bad

Signature :

Zeer slecht

STAGE 2: ROUTIER

advised to have a second time piece
to record any unscheduled halts en-

The road drive (Routier) is to test the skills and
knowledge of the driver and the ability to drive
at a steady pace in normal circumstances. The
competitors will negotiate 5 Difficulties along the
Routier. The Difficulties are designed to replicate
simple challenges that one would expect to meet on
a typical carriage ride along a country road.

route. This will need to be recorded as
well.

The route should be suitable for all type of carriages
and preferred to be along asphalt roads,
The distance of the Routier will be up to 15km and
10km for donkeys. In accordance with AIAT rules, no
hi-viz clothing or markings are permitted. The course
will be timed from moment of departure to return.
Competitors will be expected to time their journey
and recorded on an official time sheet. They are also

Equipage N°:
Turnout N°:
Aanspanning nr.

Nom/Name/Naam:

Distance/Distance /Afstand:
Temps accordés /Time allowed/Toegestane tijd :
* ânes/ donkeys/ ezels:.
* petits poneys/ small ponies/
 :.
* poneys / ponies/ 
* chevaux de trait/ heavy horses/ trekpaarden :
* chevaux/ horses/ paarden 
Heure de départ : (heure, minutes)
Departure time: (hour, minutes)
Vertrektijd: (uur, minuten)

    : (heure, minutes, secondes)
Hour of arrival : (hour, minutes, seconds)
Aankomsttijd: (uur, minuten, seconden)

Observations /Observations/Waarnemingen :
.
      
Signature of the driver at the finish
Handtekening van de menner bij de aankomst
Pénalité : Temps insuffisant ou dépassé : 0,2 pt/s = 12 pts/mn
Penalty : Each second under of over the time allowed : 0,2 pts/min = 12 pts/min
Strafpunten: Te vroeg binnenkomen of tijdsoverschrijding: 0,2 pt/s = 12 ptn/min

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C .I. A . T .

F euille contrôle routier
Control for m for road drive
Controlefor mulier voor het wegparcours
Equipage N°:
Turnout N°:
Aanspanning nr.

Nom/Name/Naam:

Distance/Distance /Afstand
Temps accordés /Time allowed/Toegestane tijd :

et
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líneas
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hand. Move
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sans aide. L’usag men: Take the reins and the
corredor saluda
not allowed in
ohne
Coach
avanzar por el
Using brakes is
von A nach B,
ros inclusive),
 Drivers and g the reins and without help.
erten Streifen
izquierda (coche
P.O.
durch den marki
without retakin
látigo en la mano esta prohibido en la zona del
grüßen und fahrenPC-Zone nicht erlaubt.
las riendas y el
der Kutscher),
de frenos
in der
 Mantener
exterior. El uso
linken Hand (auch Der Einsatz der Bremsen ist
Peitsche in der
riendas y sin ayuda
hren.
die
überfa
und
zu
die Leinen
ohne die Linien
 Halten Sie
, ohne Hilfe und
Leinen
der
non
Nachfassen
Pénalités:
non salut, fouet
des guides ou
20 pts,
tation, repris(es)
 PC non tenté:
nt(s) de délimi
 Franchisseme aide ou usage freins: 10 pts,
/
sortie/ exit/ salida
tenu en main ou
B

LE VERRE (verre lourd ou gobelet)
THE DRINKING GLASS (heavy
glass or goblet)
LA COPA ( copa pesada o vaso)
DAS GLAS ( schweres Glas oder Becher)

PC N°



A

sobre la repisa. El uso de freno está
prohibido en la zona del PC.
Halten Sie

2,5 m

entrée/entrance/
rt
entrada/ Einfah

THE REIN BAC ÁS
ATR
LA MARCHA
RICHTEN
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0,20 m

à 15 m

et repartez.
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1,30 m
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à
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be crossed with
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línea B sin tirar
est interdit dans
trasera s, la entrada/Einfahrt
A (which must
the PC-zone.
L’usage des freins olled Passage), stop at line
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rädern ohne
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(Contr
exterior hasta atrave
den beiden Hinter
Using brakes is
ayuda
mit
out.
B
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r
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 Enter the PC
Linie
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then
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bis über die
touching the cones, pasada la linea A (ruedas
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,
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2 roues la ligne
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A

B

•

= between 64 and 66 min
Each second over or under the time allowed =
0.2 penalty point.

In accordance with the official AIAT list of Difficulties,
there will be 5 natural or artificial Difficulties found
along the Routier where the competitors will be
marked on their ability to negotiate. A current list
of difficulty plans are available from the UK AIAT
representative.
The following penalty points are awarded :
20 points failure to negotiate, 10 points for deviation,
0 penalties is successfully completed.

no. Salir, sin recular, sin
con la riendas y el látigo en la mano
izquierda hasta la repisa B. Parada
en la repisa B. Dejar la

am el
copa,
Tablette A. Anhalten die Leinen und
ner
Penalizaciones
die Peitsche in der linken Hand. Ohne
manteoder
r, no
es gefüllt
Hilfe, nehmen Sie im Stillstand das
auch leer in der rechten Hand. Anhalten
Glas mit der rechten Hand vom Tablett
do: 20 pts,
riendas o no saluda Tablett A.
ohne Hilfe, die Leinen und die Peitsche
A. Halten Sie
Halten Sie es gefüllt oder auch leer
in der linken Hand. Nehmen Sie im
tación, coger las
 P. O. no intenta
in der rechten Hand. Halten Sie die
Stillstand das Glas mit der rechten
las líneas de delimi de frenos: 10 pts,
und ohne die Leinen nachzugreifen
Leinen und die Peitsche in der linken
Hand vom
 Atravesar
und stellen Sie das Glas im Stillstand
Hand, fahren in direkter Linie an, ohne
ayuda o uso
auf dem Tablette B ab. Der Einsatz
rückwärts zu richten
der Bremsen ist in der PC - Zone nicht
latigo en la mano,
erlaubt.
: 0 pts.
 Bien pasado
sortie/exit/salida/Ausfahrt
Pénalités:
Strafpunkte:
 PC non tenté : 20 pts,
s: 20 Strafpunkte,
, oder nicht grüßen
ren des Hindernisse oder Nachfassen der Leinen oder Einsatz der
 Trajet non exécuté correctement,
linien
 Nicht Anfah
ne pas mettre le verre en B ou reprise(s)
oder Hilfe
der Markierungs
des guides, fouet non tenu en
main ou aide ou usage freins: 10 pts,
he in der Hand
 Überfahren
ühren der Peitsc
 Bien passé: 0 pt.
oder das Nichtf unkte,
Strafp
10
Bremsen:
Penalties:
0 Punkte.
PC AIAT 2018
 Fehlerfrei:
 PC not tried: 20 pts,
 The course isn’t correct executed,
not replacing glass at B or retaken reins,
the whip not held in hand or
help or using brakes: 10 pts,
au Km
0,20 m
 Completed without error: 0 pt.
LE RECULER
Penalizaciones:
K
10

:

The maximum speed is:
• 6 km/3.7mph for donkeys;
• 9 km/5.6mph for small ponies (up
PC N°
to and including 1,32 m/13hh) and
heavy horses and great donkeys;
• 11 km/6.7mph for ponies (over 1,32 m/13hh)
• 13 km/8mph for horses
• 11 km/6.7mph per hour for heavy carriages
(coach)
• The Technical Delegate can reduce
• the speed as a function of the topographic
and prevailing conditions. They will inform the
judges. The time allowed will be + or - 1 minute.
• For example: official time = 65 mins. Allowed time

au Km

0 pt.
 Arrêtez à la tablette A. Prenez les
 Bien passé:
guides et le fouet dans la main gauche.
Sans aide, prenez le verre posé sur la
reprise de guide, en effectuant un trajet
tablette A de la main droite. Buvez le
rectiligne, directement et toujours les
ou non. Allez, sans reculer, sans
whip des freins est
Penalties:
guides et le fouet dans la main gauche
g, the L’usage
interdit dans la zone du PC.
not salutintablette.
à la tablette B. Stop à la tablette B.
Reposez le verre, sur la
 Stop at table A. Take the reins and
20 pts,
retaken reins or
whip in the left hand. Without aid, take
 PC not tried: boundary lines (at any time),
the glass placed on table A with the
still with the reins and whip in the left
pts,
right hand. Drink it or not. Then, go
hand and without retaking the reins,
 Crossing over or help or using brakes: 10
straight on without reining back,
to table B. Stop at table B. Replace the
 Pararse en la repisa A. Coger las
glass on the table. Using brakes is not
riendas y el látigo en la mano izquierda.
not held in hand t error: 0 pt.
allowed in the PC - zone.
Sin ayuda, coger la copa situada sobre
coger la riendas, efectuando un trayecto
la repisa A con la mano derecha. Beberla
withou
rectilíneo, directamente y siempre
o
 Completed

Ausfahrt

20 m

C .I. A . T .

F euille contrôle routier
Control for m for road drive
Controlefor mulier voor het wegparcours

au Km

LE SALUT
THE SALUTE
EL SALUDO
DER GRUSS

PC N°

STOP

back/ reular/
reculer/ reining
hten
Rückwärtsric
rear wheels/
roues arrières/
s / Hinterräder
ruedas trasera

------

------------------

3m
----------------------- roues arrières/ rear wheels/er
ruedas trasera

3m

entrée/entrance
rt
/ entrada/ Einfah

s / Hinterräd

 P. O. no intentado: 20 pts,
 Trayecto no ejecutado correctamente,
no situar la copa en B, coger las riendas,
no mantener el latigo en
la mano, ayuda o uso de frenos: 10 pts,
 Bien pasado: 0 pts.
Strafpunkte:
 Nicht Anfahren des Hindernisses:
20 Strafpunkte,
 Die Strecke ist nicht korrekt ausgeführt,
das Glas nicht auf Tablett B stellen
oder die Leinen aufnehmen
oder das Nichtführen der Peitsche in
der Hand oder Hilfe oder Einsatz der
Bremsen: 10 Strafpunkte,
Fehlerfrei: 0 Punkte.
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in hand
Penalties:
the whip not held
20 pts,
touched the cones,
over line B or
 PC not tried:
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s: 0 pt.
with 2 rear wheel
or help or using
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back
g
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:
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.
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en des Hindernisse Linie B zu fahren oder an die
Einsatz der Brems
die
 Nicht anfahr
der Hand oder
hten ohne über
der Peitsche in
 Rückwärtsric
oder nicht halten
der bremsen, Hilfe
PC AIAT 2018
10 Strafpunkte, e.
Punkt
0
 Fehlerfrei:

The last Difficulty must be at least 300 metres before
the finish.
The following restrictions include:
• Using brakes is not allowed in a ‘Difficulty’ and is
penalised by 10 penalties.
• There is a 5 point penalty for the driver who stops
in the last 300 metres.
• All help in a ‘Difficulty’ is penalised by 10
penalties.
• A driver will be disqualified if he drives through a
‘Difficulty’ on the Routier or through a gate of the
cone driving before the competition.
• Any destruction of the ‘Difficulty’ before, during or
after the execution of the figure will be

•
•

•
•

penalised with 10 penalties.
Each ‘Difficulty’ must be executed directly and

STAGE 3: MANIBILITÉ

in one movement (except reining back) eg: One
handed circle is executed in one circle, the
drinking glass, straight on between A and B
The difficulty must be executed with 5 minutes.
It is recommended that the difficulty judge makes
a written note for the reason of a 10 penalty and
let the competitor know.

The final stage is the Cone driving competition
and is created to test the relaxed skill of the driver
with the obedience and agility of the horses on a
given course. This class is designed for traditional
carriages and although the competition is timed, we
are not looking for a fast and furious ‘scurry’ round.
The course will be over 20 gates in a gently flowing
manner suitable for a team of horses.
• •The speed is 180m/mn for heavy horses,
tandems and four-in-hands. 200m/mn for the
others.
• The use of disc-brakes is not allowed during this
phase. If used a 10 point penalty will be applied.
• The competitor may not stay in the arena more
than twice the time limit allowed for the course,
after this they will be asked to leave.
• The course will have a maximum of 20 gates.
No obstacle with bars is allowed. The distance
between each gate of the zig zag is at least 12
meters.

The width of the gates:
• for a 2 wheeled vehicles, the wheel track width +
•

Width between the wheel banding Width of the gate
less than 40 cm 			
track width +30 cm
from 40 cm to 59 cm		
track width +35 cm
from 60 cm to 89 cm		
track width +40 cm
from 90 cm			
track width +45 cm
Winchester			
total width 230 cm
Winchester with heavy horses
total width 250 cm
•

•

Cone Gates and Vehicle Widths
The cones competition allows for the various widths
of individual traditional carriages. To accommodate
this variety, the running order for competitors will be
rearranged on the day. Smallest width carriages will
start off, working up to the widest width. Competitors
are asked to provide their vehicle widths and tracking
information on entry form.

30 cm;
for a 4 wheeled vehicles, depends on the track of
the rear wheels and of the distance between the
front and the rear wheel banding :

•
•
•

•

If competitors inspect the course within 1 hour of
the cone driving they must be dressed as for the
competition. If not: 5 penalty points.
The driver must salute the jury before the start of
his round but not necessarily at the end.
Exceeding the time limit: 0,2 point/second.
Missing the starting gate: 10 penalty points, and
must start again.
Each ball knocked down : 5 penalty points, and
on any one gate there is a maximum of 5 penalty
points.
The gates must be negotiated in numerical order

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

and cannot be crossed again.
If a gate is taken twice : 5 penalty points. (in either

STAGE 4: FINAL AWARDS & PRIZE
GIVING CEREMONY

direction)
If a driver misses a gate, he can retake the gate,
before continuing on to the next gate, without
penalty points.
If the competitor has already taken the next gate:
10 penalty points.
Each gate, taken or not taken, if knocked down: 5
penalty points.
The clock is stopped when the jury bell is rung
until the gate is re-erected.
A gate partially taken without any balls knocked
down: 5 penalty points.
If the driver forgets to go past the finish gate: 10
penalty points.
As long as the driver has not gone through the
finish or has not gone out of the arena, the clock
continues.

When the last of the cones competitors has
completed their round, all the scores are then
finally collated and calculated to determine each
category and overall winner. Given the complexities
of the scoring system of all three stages, the score
keeping and calculation stage is both critical and
time consuming, so it is recommended to allow
some time to determine the winners. If power is
available at point of presentation, your scorekeeper
equipped with a computer and printer may be able
to offer instant results. The scorekeeper could
have already photocopied and prepared all the
presentation sheets and collated them for issue at the
awards ceremony, A summary of the scores to the
competitors will be required. If no access to a printer
is possible, a short delay may need to be planned so

A refusal at a gate is not penalised.

to accommodate this interval, you could organise a
display or some other entertainment. In the past we
have featured a competition between an electric car
and a scurry turnout using the already set up cones
course. This proved very entertaining and popular. A
sidesaddle display could also be considered.
On conclusion of the final score, all competitors are
invited back into the main arena where they will line
up in their respective categories and the winner will
be announced. It is a custom of Attelage de Tradition
competitions to award rosettes and gift bags to all
participants filled with various prizes. These can be

scarves, chocolates, preserves etc. Each competitor
can be awarded a metal commemorative plaque as

well. Overall category winners often receive trophies
or large prints as prizes. It is not normal practice to

‘In Harness’ magazines that help promote the event
further.

award cash prizes. The judges or honorary host then
awards the prizes and the competition is over.

Further help and information in the UK is available
from Richard James, Rosemary Neale or Lester
Dagge

MARKETING
•

Like any event, the Attelage de Tradition benefits
greatly from good marketing and publicity. As the
event is all about style, panache and performance,
we endeavour to employ a likewise approach for a
professional and consistent marketing and marketing
message. We currently benefit from website
exposure with the main AIAT international website
at www.aiat-driving.net and the UK based www.
attelagedetradition.co.uk that features all the UK
events
We also have various facebook pages promoting the
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competitions including:
• Attelage de Tradition
• CIAT Concours d’International d’Attelage de
Tradition
• Carriages at the Park
• Carriages at the House
• Carriages at the Castle.
Each event is heavily photographed and the images
are rapidly shown around the world thanks to
facebook, (usually by the end of play on the closing
night of the event.)
Press reports are issued and well received in
magazines such as UK titles ’Carriage Driving’ and
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